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In the series wound machines, the magnets are wound with a 
comparatively short length of wire, thick enough to carry the whole 
current generated, and are connected in series with the armature 
and brushes. This dynamo must be excited by ano.ther machine 
or battery when first used. When the magnets have been excited 
a residual magnetism will remain in them, and this slight 
magnetism develo.pes a feeble current in the armature ring. This 
current strengthens the magnets, and they in turn strengthen the 
current in the armature. These alternate currents o.r Teactio.ns 
co.ntinue until the maximum current tbe ma.chine can supply is 
generated, which varies from o.ne 'Or {Wo. seco.nds with small 
machines, to abo.ut three minutes in huge machjnes. The practical 
current that call' be taken o.ut o.f a machine is limited by the. capacity 
o.f the wire to. cany it withGut undue 'heating; and the maximum 
is limited, first by, the external resistance, o.r, d f the machine be 
short-cir(!uited, it is limited 'by the magnets appro.aching their 
saturatio.n po.int, and by the internal resistance o.f the arU!ature. [ . 

In shunt wound machines the magnets are wo.und with Il 
large quantity o.f thin wire, which is co.pnected with the armature 
brushes in quantity with the lamps o.r'Other-external circujt. The 
currents in the magnets 'and lamps ,theij divide acco.rding to. the 
ordinary rules o.f divided circuits'. 

In co.mpo.und machines the magnets are wo.und partl~ , slpmt 

and partly serieS. • :)-
A shunt wo.und machine cannot be short cirCUited w·tho.ut 

stopping the current 'as it is all remo.ved fro.m the magnets. 
Armatures and co.mutato.rs o.f the different types o.f IJ!achines 

are 0.1 various patterns, and the 'magnets are placed -in vet;" manr 
different positions, by each invento..r. " I' 

Ring armatures, in which a large number o.f cQils o.f 'wire are 
wo.und 'fo.und a ring-. C) , I, Jr· i 

Drum armatures .are ' wound lengthways over a drum .or 
spindle, the Wire pejrrg laid parallel to. its axis. .., • I 

Po.le armatures :in which the ro.tating co.ils :are wo.uRd 
upon radial: bars o.f iro.n, as upo.n ) the arms 0.£ electro

magnets-so.mething like' "a;otSpur wheel. The co.ils .ale almo.st 
witho.ut exceptio.n made to. ro.tate, being lighter than the magnets. 
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Commutators.-To send the current from the generator into 
the wires as a continuous supply, a special device is employed, 
called a commutator, which, in the earliest form of generator, 
consisted of a piece of copper or brass tube slit longitudinally 
into two portions and fixed upon the axis of revolution so as to 
revolve with it, the two halves being fixed on a cylinder of insu
lating material, one of the halves being connected with one end of 
the wire of the coil and the other half with the other end, and 
against the tube pressed two contact springs or brushes to conduct 
the currents away. (See fi'gure K.) The induced currents in the 
coils flow towards the commutator in the upper half of the revo
lution, and from the commutator in the lower half; then each 
half of the split tube, will, as it passes over the top of the axis, 
deliver to the upper contact spring, or brush, the current flowing 
into it, while the lower brush will always be feeding the return 
currents back into the lower half of the commutator. Of course 
in modern generators there are a number of coils in the armature 
which are m;cessary to procure a steady and continuous flow of 
current, and these coils are so· arranged that they shall be brought 
successively into operation: the current beginning in one coil 

. before it has ceased in another, the aim being to always have some 
of the coils passing through the point of maximum efficiency 
thereby securing the best of results-a steady and continuous 
current. If the coil, as shown in figure L, is revolved between the 
poles S an N-as it rises and revolves the number of lines of force 
that pass through the coil increases until it reaches I, where the 
maximum ~umber passes through-the current generated being 
inverse. After passing this point the number of lines of force 
decrease, and a direct current is induced in the coil until it arrives 
at 2, where the maximum is reached. From I to 2 will be a 
direct current in the coil, 2 to 1 an inverse current, the line 1-2 

marking the boundary between the direct and inverse currents, 
and which is known as the diameter of commutation-I and 2 

being the contact points of the commutator brushes which convey 
the current to the main circuit for distJibution to the lamps. The 
bars of the co'mmutator ,are so arranged that one does not cease 
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to touch the brushes until the next has com~ up to contact, an~ 
there being no break in the continuity, the current is practically 
continuous. 

In the forme&- part of this paper it was stated that the heat 
produced by the electric current was conveyed through conductors 
and passed through the smallest possible space, so as to raise the 
temperature and cause light. According to the nature of the 
conductor passed through and made luminous oy the curtent three 
large classes of practical means of producing electric light may be-
formed:- • 

3. INcANDESENCE.-Solid matter, generally' carl:)on, l raised 
directly to a: thigh femperature J by the 
passage of a current. J ~ , ~ r r 

The first named has not been practicalfy applied; the second, 
commonly called the" Arc," and the third the " In~andescent," are 
the sources of electric iIIumir.ation. I J ,!l ':)1 ":) 

The arc lamp is the most powerfur. ~ The pl'i'nCiple, on whicH 
it is worked may be described as follows. If 'a concluctdalong 
which electricity is passing IS cut in two, And the ends are slightly 
separated, the current wiJI cross the space so form edt TEe .bfeak, 
however, offers great resisfance to the passage of the current, and 
intense heat is produced (the heat generated in any portion, of a 
circuit being always proportional fo tlie resistance of that -part), 
Supposing, then, that a rod of car~on is placed to fonD parl of a 
circuit, and wliilst the current is flowi'ng tfirough the 'carbon be 
broken in two; and its ends ,be drawn a very short distance' apart, 
a luminous arc of great brilliancy, c:illedf tbe ,Voltaic Arc (after 
Alexano~r Volta, F.R.S., ltalian Ptofessor), wiIl be.formed at the 
break. A small quantity of the Carbon' being vo\atiIised, the light 

o 
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is caused, partly by this intensely heated carbon vapour through 
which the current flows from one point to the other, and partIy 

_ through the extremely high temperature of the carbon poiots 
themselves.. The rods of carbon used in arc lamps are sometimes 
calIed electrodes, the upper carbon being usually the positive, and 
the lower the negative. In placing the positive carbon at the top 
the current is directed downwards, repels the rising gases, and the 
arc becomes shorter and narrower, compressed, concentrated, and 
consequently more intense. (See figure M.) 

These carbons are acted upon by trains of wheels, and 
worked in guides by electro-magnets, forming part of the electrical -
circuit of the lamp, and thus a uniform light is obtained by keep
ing the carbons at the same distance apart as they bum away. 
There are many other modes of regulating or adjusting the carbons 
by springs, weights, and floa.ts, etc, The current is sent through 
the two carbons, which touch each other end to end, and as soon 
as the current is established the carbons are separated slightly, and 
the current continues through the heated air, which is a partial 
conductor of high resistance. 

Intense heat is produced at the ends, or poles, of the carbons, 
. and particles of carbon become detached, and float in the heated 

air between, and form a luminous arc. The carbons being slowly 
consumed are actuated by the machinery before described, so as 
to keep the resistance as constant as possible. The arc light gives 
a much stronger light than the incandescent. The carbon, being 
thicker, can be raised to a higher temperature, the carbons used 
varying in di~meter from i 'inch to as large as 31- inches. 

The temperature of the positive carbon ranges from 2000 to 
over 3000 degrees Centigrade, according to the size of the carbons, 
and it will perhaps be interesting to state that of all the artificial 
sources of heat the electric arc is the most intense. . 

The regulating electric lamps designed by "Brnsh" are a 
remarkable success. The feed is actuated by gravity alone, while 
it is controlled solely by the influence upon a bar of iron of a 
magnetic field, the intensity of which varies with the strength of the 
electric curre'nt pa,.ssing through the laf!1p circuit. The lower 
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-carbons are fixed, and as they burn away the upper carbons follow 
them, so the arc gardually descends, but for certain special installa
tions, such as light-houses, or for purposes of projection, a focus
keeping arrangement has to be supplied. Like most of the modern 
electric lamps, the upper carbon descends by its own weight until it 
touches the lower carbon, and the circuit is thereby completed, the 
effect of this in the lamps is to cause a soft iron plunger to be drawn 
to a greater or less extent within ..a hollow coil, sometimes 
-called a sucking magnet, and through the intervention of 'a 
lever and an annular clutch surrounding ,the rod of the upper 
carbon like a washer, the upper carbon is lifted away from 
the lower, and the arc is at once established. tAs :the carbons burn / 
away the arc has a tendency to become longer, and its resistance 
to increase, and this by reducing the strength of the current, 
diminishes the supporting power of the magQetic helix, 'allowing 
its plunger to descend, and in so doing to lower the carbon, and 
:shorten the arc until the proper strength of the current is:.restored, 
when the rising of the plunger once more holds the carbon in , 
J>osition. So sensitive is the contrOlling' apparatus to the smallest 
variation of current, that there is practically no reciprocating 
,action such as this description might lead one to suppbse, but the 
normal condition of thp upper rod is to be slowly sliding through 
the clamp as the 'carbons become shorter ;' but if by any chance 
the rod slides a little too far, the clutch at once raises it again; and ' 
the carbons are adjusted to their proper distance. J ~ 

Figure N gives an illustration of the principle by whicn the 
ruc is controlled; X and Y represent the terminals of the lamp, 
'Which in this case consist of hooks, which, 'by being dropped 'Over 
pins attached to the ceiling, and which are in connection with the 
line circuit, place the l~mp in circqit withHhe machine . . The) 
-current entering at X is transmitted through the two hallow bobbins, 
H and HI, in' parallel circuit, the out-coming 'ends being joined 
together and connected to the 'upper carbon holder, N. If the 
carbons are in contact,the current-flows tlirough them and by the I 
vertical rods of the lamp t6 the temninal hook, Yl The.effect ofl 
this is to convert the two soleno.ids,.Jfland!I\ into magnets, which, ' 
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by drawing into themselves the two iron plungers, Nand S, lift 
one edge of the washer-clutch, W; this, by its oblique action, 
seizes the carbon rod (much in the same way as a tent-rope 
tightener grasps its cord), and lifts the upper carbon until its 
influence is balanced. 

The carbon pencils consumed under the brush system are a 
foot long, and are electroplated with a thin covering of copper, 
which increases the life of the carbons; they last for eight hours, 
during which time about nine and a-half inches of the positive, 
and about four inches of the negative carbon are consumed •. 
When the lamps are required for a longer period double carbon 
lamps are used, fitted with two pairs of carbon holders, and each 
is controlled in the same way as the single carbon lamp; the con
trolling apparatus, ho)Vever, is not duplicated. When the lamp is 

. started, the arc is formed between one of the pairs of carbons, and 
when they have burnt out the other pair automatically starts into 
action. The change from the one pair of carbons to the new ones 
is effected by a purely mechanical means, and by a contrivance 
which is extremely s,imple. 

Figures a and P will show the action of this apparatus, and 
the washer clutch will be more plainly shown than in figure N. 

C C is the hollow solenoid or sucking magnet, which 
exercises a magnetic influence upon the soft iron-plunger P. 
The rising or falling of this plunger raises or lowers the frame K 
by the lever L. RI and R! are carbon holders, which pass vertically 
through the casing of lamp. WI and WI are the clutch washers 
which surround them. One side of each of these washers passes 
between a pair of jaws, forming part of the frame K, and when the 
frame is drawn upwards it tilts the washers, and causes them to 
clutch the rod on diagonally opposite corners. One pair of jaws is 
slightly higher than the other, and it takes a grip before the other 
begins to act, and, therefore, lifts its corresponding carbon higher 
than its neighbour; the consequence is that only one arc is estab
lished; viz., acr,oss the lesser distance; and in all the subsequent 
feeding and, controlling the pair of carbons first started are alone 
affected, because, although both carbons are. raised and lowered 
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together, the lower end of the reserve carbon is always higher than 
the other by the difference in the height of the two pairs of jaws on 
the frame K. Owing to the shortening of the consuming carbons 
they can no longer meet when the frame is dropped, and the 
current by which they are again separated can only be transmitted 
by the reserve carbons coming into contact-the circuit is thereby: 
completed, the new carbons are separated; and the a-rc betwe~n 
them continues to be controlled by the' inagnet and clutch in the 
S lme way as the first arc was. 

The arc light is used almost entirely for outside lighting, being 
unsuited for. interior illumination, which is bett~r provided for by, 
the" Incandescent" lamp, in whiQh a filament or sma I wire of 
carbon placed in an air-:tight globe, to protect it from th.e chemical 
action of the air, is raised to incanaescen'ce, by the passage of a 
current, ana produces light for a very long time' before it is des
troyed. ' The length of ,time the filament lasts, or the life of tbe 
lamp is often more 'than 1000 liburs ~f total lighting, in fact some 
of the best manufacturers guarantee an average life of 2600 hours. 
Woodhouse and Rawson's lamps have in some instances been in 
use for over 4000 hours, and the Edison lamps at the Theatre 
Royal, Manchester, have tun 6000 hou s. For a gi en tempera
ture the durability of the fil~ment depends on its ul)ifQ{mity, and 
on the completeness of the vacuum. Below a certain temperature) 
nearly corresponding to that of 'melting pl~tinum, a well made 
filament in a good vacuum is very durable, and lamps will, undeI' 
these conditions, last six or even twelve months'df ordinary domestic 
work. The 'chief lanips now in use are the Swan, Edi on, 
Maxim, Lane-Fox, Swinburne, and Brush ViCforia,~ the)' djffel1 
principally <in the shape and method of preparing the carbo!} 

filaments, and the manner in which the conducting wi res. :are 
attached, (See figures Ql,) I " I • 

The carbons consist of some vegetable. substance, ~hich has 
been carboni~ed by heat. Metal filarhepts, uSllally platinum, h~'Ve 
been tried, bu without succe.ss, and cargQn Hi npw :soleIyemployed 
for the purpose, the materials 1;>eing lute, bast, manilla" liemp; 
cane, bamooO, cotton-thread, b\l.ss:.btoo(ll, fibre, card-board, etc. 
Figure, Ql.) 
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The ends of the filaments are connected to two platinum 
wires, which pass through the glass, and are melted on to it. 
Platinum is used, as its expansion rate being about the sllme as 

- glass, the latter does not crack in cooling, and it also joints well 
with the glass, which, of course, is a very important consideration, 
seeing that a good vacuum is required to be kept. (Platinum 
fuses at 2000 deg. C. ; carbon has never yet been fused). 

The Swan carbon filament incandescence lamp was first 
exhibited in 1869. Mr. Swan experimented for many years, his 
earliest form of lamp being a glass bell, having a horse-shoe of car
bonized paper. [See figures Q 2.J The small arch of car
bonized paper being about one inch high, and half inch across
the lower ends clamped to small blocks of carbon, the bell being 
exhau&ted as far as possible. This lamp had not a long life as the
filament when the current was passed through it became hotter on 
the .inner than the outer edge, and under this unequal influence
began to curl over, bending until the crown of it came into contact 
with the glass, causing it to shatter. Paper havingbeen found unsuit
able for filaments, Mr. Swan ultimately adopted cotton thread, which, 
when prepared by steeping in sulphuric acid and watt:r until the tissue 
is destroyed, and then properly washed and dryed, produces a horny 
homogeneous filament of very considerable strength, the density 
and uniformity of which is increased by passing it between com
pressing rollers, which flatten it, so that a somewhat increased area 
of incandescent surface is obtained. This filament, which is made 
of a" length and thickness proportioned to the current to be 
employed in heating it, is held in its position by the platinum con
ducting wires, which pass through the body of the glass globe, and 
are fastened to the ends by clips or sockets, and sealed in by fusion . 
It has been ascertained that if the glass-bulb be exhausted of air to 
a very high degree, the life of the lamp is prolonged. In order to
get a good vacuum, Gimingham's vacuum exhauster, which is a 
simplification of Dr. Spengell's mercury vacuum pump, is used. 
Whilst exhaustion is being proceeded with, the carbon filament is 
raised to incandescence by passing a current through it of a higher 
degree than that ultimately required to be produced in using the 

. ~ 
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lamp. By passing this current through while the lamp is attached 
to the pump, all the gas is driven out of the carbon, and is removed 
by the pump, and the lamp is thereby rendered more durable, the 
W38ting of the carbon, and the obscuration of the glass by the 
deposition of very minute particles of carbon on its surface is com
pletely avoided. The lamp is sealed while the current is still 
passing. The Swan liunp is exhausted to the one-thousandth part 
of an atmosphere: 

The process of manufacture of such lamps-i.e., the manner 
in wliich the several parts are put togetlier-is- ~hewn in figures 
R. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. No I represents the filament which is attached 
to the platinum wires, and mounted on a glass oridge, linl treads 
of glass being also formed on the wires where they are to pass . " , ~ 
through the walls of the lamp. The glass globe is blown as in ' 
figure 2, and with a file is cut int? two iec~s, as. ~n figure 3. 
The carbon and platinum wires are inserted, and the latter fused 
on by the blow-pipe, as in figure 4: T~~ portions 'of the ,globe 
are then joined together, and the lamp is complete, reatly for 
attachment to the pump to be exhausted. ' ~ 

Holders for t~e lamps are made in a great many different 
fonns. The pne generally used consists of a block of boxwood, 
to which is fixed a spring wire with a ring which fits round the 
neck of the lamp, and two springs, one of which hooks into each. 
of the platinum. rings of the lamps. These coIl;ta:ct springs are 
attached to little brass bmding screws at toe sides of the wood. 
It is important that both the contact wires shoula be springs, be'
cans~ if they are made in the form of simple hooks, they are liable 
to be displaced by vibration, and contact thereby becomes broken," 
and the lamp is extinguished. The conductors us-ed for convey
ing the electric current from the generators to the lamps must be 
carefully proportionea to. the work re uired of them; because 
when electricity passes £llong a conductor it meets witH a certai~ 
amount of resistance, Which, as alread¥ stated in this'paper,<varies' 
with the size of the wire, and the mat~tial of which i iSJmade, and, 
tbe conductor becomes ' ore or less heated: ' Whemtne diameter: 
of the wire IS small, tfie resistance to .the passage of tire electric 


